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Answer all questions in your lab notebook. 
 
 
 
 
LEAVING YOUR LAMARCK 
1. Briefly describe how Lamarck explained giraffe’s necks becoming longer over 
generations. 
 
2. How does the Darwinian idea of adaptation and evolution disagree with the 
Lamarckian idea? 
 
3. After manipulating their mating environment, what structure did Paul Kammerer 
claim the toads developed? How many generations did it take? 
 
4. In a McGill University rat study, what type of maternal behavior did the experiment 
record? Did the McGill researchers find that there is a chemical basis for behavior? 
 
5. What effect do methyl groups (-CH3) have on genes? 
 
6. When the rat pups get licked, this stimulates release of a neurochemical in the brain 
called _________. What effect does this chemical have on methyl groups? 
 
7. What is the epigenome? 
 
YOU ARE WHAT YOUR GRANDPA EATS 
8. Because of excellent record keeping, Professor Bygren was able to link what 
environmental factor to the health and longevity of the villagers he studied? 
 
9. Starvation appears to mark the DNA in sperm, which has what effect on the 
offspring? 
 
10. What about the offspring of well-fed individuals? 
 
11. How many generations forward does this seem to impact? 
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